
With Liberal promises of electoral reform the talk of the town,
there is renewed hope across the land for a fair and democratic
voting system. But, if you are in favour, don't don your party hats
just yet. So says Dennis Pilon, a York University professor of
political science who has championed proportional
representation throughout his academic career and currently sits
on the Advisory Board of Fair Vote Canada.

The Liberal platform states the 2015 election will be the last
under first past the post (FPTP). It indicates an all-party
committee will be convened to recommend a new voting system
and that legislation to implement changes will be introduced
within 18 months.

Pilon is very sceptical that the Liberals will scrap a system that
has just rewarded them so generously. He points out that
Stephen Harper was also in favour of PR before he came to
power. Similarly, Christy Clark spent much time as a talk show
host berating FPTP, but then did nothing about it once she won
a majority under that system. ‘Power is a very strong intoxicant,’
he opines.

Pilon cites several ways to kill the initiative. One is sending it
to committee, especially one representing five parties who ‘can’t
agree on the time of day’. The Greens and NDP want PR while
the Conservatives are strongly opposed. The Liberals,
meanwhile, are intent on re-establishing their role as Canada’s
natural governing party. ‘Each party wants a system that works
in its favour,’ he says, ‘and that’s why the proposed committee
idea won’t fly.’

According to Pilon, Liberal Prime Minister Mackenzie King
pulled a similar stunt in the 1930s. During an election campaign,
he promised PR, but once in office, sent the whole matter to
committee which essentially ‘strangled the babe in the cradle’.

Another way to avoid doing anything is to call a
referendum.‘Referenda have proven to be wide open to
manipulation,’ he explains. ‘Politicians set the bar to suit their
own agenda. 

‘Furthermore, mainstream media are very hostile to electoral
reform and make absolutely no effort to present balanced
information. If PR is a good idea the government should just go
ahead and do it.’

Probably, the main headwinds facing PR are the powerful
corporate interests working behind the scenes. ‘The Liberals, like
the Conservatives, are a party of patronage,’ contends Pilon. ‘We
saw this last month when the Liberal campaign co-chair resigned
after it was revealed he had advised an energy company how to
lobby government for pipeline approval. The election wasn’t even
over and already the backroom wheeling and dealing had begun.
PR would weaken the Liberals’ ability to keep their corporate
power base happy.’

If change does happen, Pilon believes it will come in the form
of the ranked ballot which would work mainly to the advantage
of the larger parties, and particularly the Liberals. Such a system
would ensure each MP is elected with a majority within his or
her riding, but would not be proportional because like-minded
voters across the nation would not be able to join forces to elect
MPs. As with FPTP, voter influence would stop dead at the riding
boundaries. ‘This system gives the illusion that people can vote
for their favourite candidate, but it is false hope,’ he says. ‘It does
not stop phony majorities nor the problem of wasted votes. The
devil, as always, is in the details.’

According to Pilon, the only truly fair and democratic voting
systems are those based on PR. ‘Democracy starts with
representation. If the representation is not good, the decisions of
government will not reflect the will of the people.’

Although Pilon is pessimistic with regard to a major overhaul
of the electoral system, he urges Canadians to continue to fight
for PR: ‘People who are tired of the chaos and being held hostage
to strategic voting should keep the pressure on politicians. There
is no excuse for not representing the people as accurately as
possible, and, although the political system tends to work against
us, miracles have been known to happen.’ 0
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